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Preface

This technical report describes results from research activities within the AVANTEL project. The first
author of this report, Otto Wittner, was engaged as researcher for the project for a period of 8 months,
ref. contract titled “Sverm-intelligens for optimal konfigurasjon av distribuerte teletjenester” signed
by Item, NTNU 2001-01-07 and Telenor 2001-01-09. A description of the major results from the
engagement follows this preface. The description is presented in the format of a paper suitable for
publishing in a conference or a journal. Other contributions in the AVANTEL project made by the first
author are as follows:

• Development of example user scenarios for AMIGOS (see AMIGOS document repository)
• Development of example profile descriptions in XML. Profile suggestions for users, services

and terminals were developed (see AMIGOS document repository).
• Participation in misc. meeting and discussions where basic concepts and principle of the

AMIGOS service were treated.

The major results, i.e. the paper following this preface, is intended to be submitted to a suitable
conference before end of January 2003.
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Abstract

Future user controlled development of telecommunication services combined with powerful terminal
equipment results in many heterogenous services running in a peer-to-peer execution environment. Lo-
cating a desired service in such an environment is challenging. In this paper a swarm based optimization
algorithm is presented capable of finding paths of resources in a complex network environment. The algo-
rithm is fully distributed and may be implemented using simple ant-like mobile agents. On the contrary to
existing localization mechanisms for peer-to-peer systems the algorithm considers all accessed resources
between (and including) the client side and server side when a resource path is evaluated. Scalability
is achieved by enabling agents to cooperate during search when they have overlapping search profiles.
Results from simulations are promising. The expected cooperative behavior is shown to be present, i.e. a
set of near optimal resource paths conforming to a set of different but overlapping search profiles may be
found without performance degradation.

Keywords Telecommunications, distributed optimization, resource paths, ant-like agents, peer-to-peer.

1 Introduction

As the number of user categories and terminal equipment types are increasing steadily, telecommunication
operators have recognized a potential for a range of new telecommunication services.1 One service category,
which has quickly gain popularity, is peer-to-peer systems where users develop and provide services to other
users with little or no centralized management. User controlled development of services quickly produce
a large range of services where both the number of services and service categories are highly dynamic.
Users with powerful terminals take the role as service providers, while other users may chose to initiate
their services on dedicated servers in the network. The combination of a dynamic set of services and a
peer-to-peer environment for service execution makes locating a relevant service challenging.

Many directory systems for peer-to-peer environments have been developed during the last decade [3].
Common for these systems are limited functionality for specifying quality of service (QoS) parameters in
service lookup requests. In most cases only some identity of the service requested can be specified and very
few (or no) parameters indicating minimum requirements to resources needed to access the service. The
result is often an over all uninteresting service offer. For instance when requesting a multimedia stream,
access to a high quality version of the stream may be offered but due to lack of network bandwidth the
stream becomes uninteresting.

Several bio-inspired algorithm have shown promising results when applied to telecommunication related
problems. A class of bio-inspired algorithms known as swarm intelligence systems [4] are potentially
robust and may scaled well due the their use of distributed autonomous components. In this paper we
present a swarm intelligence based algorithm which enables implementation of improved QoS controlled
service lookup and access. Related work on bio-inspired methods for service component management can
be found in [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]. Our algorithm expects a service lookup request to contain a profile which in
addition to indicate constraints and preferences for the service type being requested, indicate constraints
and preferences for other resources necessary to access the service. The algorithm seeks to find a path of
resources from a client terminal to a service providing server such that all resources in the path conforms
(as well as possible) with the constraints and preferences of the request profile specified by the user.

1To enable rapid realization of new heterogenous services, Telenor, Ericsson and NTNU have chosen to move from the traditional
call centric approaches to a more service centric approach as well as involving users and user innovation in the service development
process [1]. Peer-to-peer is adopted as a potential environment for distributed service execution. The overall initiative has resulted in
the AVANTEL project [2]. This paper presents results form research sponsored by the AVANTEL project.
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Our algorithm is based on the concept of swarm intelligence which inherits behavior aspects from social
insects and animals. Swarm intelligence has successfully be applied to a range of optimization problems
[10], some typical in the domain of telecommunications [11, 12, 13, 14]. Swarm intelligence systems use
a high number of simple autonomous agents to search for problem solutions. Groups of (or all) agents
cooperate by sharing experiences gained during search. Information is shared by asynchronous indirect
communication, i.e. messages (pheromones) left in shared databases in the search environment.

Our algorithm is based on work previously published in [15, 16, 17]. Scalability in terms of number
of parallel tasks handled by agents has so far only been addressed to a limited extent. In this paper we
introduces mechanisms to manage large scale use of our algorithm. On the assumption that service request
profiles in many cases will be overlapping, i.e. contain similar constraints and preferences, we let agents
share information about the overlapping parts of the profiles. Assuming a limited total number of possible
constraints and preferences the new sharing strategy reduces the total amount of storage space required
for pheromones to a manageable level, and increases the search efficiency. To find a desirable ranking of
solutions cost functions with implicit constraints are developed which output a quality measure of how well
a path of resources conform with a profile request.

The reminder of this paper has five section. Section 2 presents background information and introduces
the search domain with related terminology and formalisms. Section 3 introduces the behavior foundations
for the agents, describes the cost functions which evaluates criteria during the search process, presents
reformulations and additions required to realize extended pheromone sharing between agents, and describes
the new agent algorithm. Section 4 describes our experimental setup consisting of five simulation scenarios,
and reports and discuss simulation results. Finally Section 6 summarize and indicate future work.

2 Resource Paths and Profiles

In this paper we view all components in a network environment as resources with individual profiles, i.e.
service components (created by users or operators) as well as links and network nodes for network transport
are view as resources with a related profile. An ordered sequence of resources are denoted a resource path.

2.1 Motivation

The motivation for adopting a resource view is the heterogeneity of the expected network environment
where one of the AVANTEL project’s root services, AMIGOS [1], is running.

2.1.1 AMIGOS

Advanced Multimedia In Group Organized Services (AMIGOS) provides the basic functionality required
for users to manage and visit a Meeting Place (MP). A meeting place is a user (or operator) composed
and configured telecommunication service providing a connection point between a specific set of users. A
meeting place may also act as a repository for multimedia objects to be shared between the users visiting the
meeting place. Technically a meeting place is a software process running on some server in the AMIGOS
network environment.

2.1.2 The AMIGOS Environment

Figure 1 illustrates the expected heterogeneity of the environment where the AMIGOS service will be
running. Software processes provide MP service resources which again providing access to multimedia
objects. A mix of terminals controlled by different users and a mix of servers own by different operators
provide processing power. And finally a range of transmission technologies provide transmission links
interconnecting terminals and servers.

Both terminals and servers shown in Figure 1 are typically connected (by different transmission tech-
nologies) to several other terminals and/or servers, i.e. network nodes in the AMIGOS environment often
have a connection degree greater than one. A degree greater than one enables a node to act as a router or a
relay in addition to its other capabilities.

All terminals, users and services in the AMIGOS environment are expected to have individual profiles
which describe their capabilities and limitations in the form of QoS parameters.

Figure 1 does not illustrate the expected scale of the AMIGOS environment. The following rough
estimations indicate a more realistic scale considering potential users in Norway only:
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Figure 1: A example network environment where AMIGOS is expected to run.

� Total number of users:
�������	��


(i.e. in the same order as the number of GSM subscribers)

� Number of significantly different terminal / server / router types:
����������

� Number of network transport services:
�����������

In the following sub-sections we establish formal terms for describing components in the AMIGOS
environment.

2.2 Resource Paths

We view the AMIGOS environment as a composition of telecommunication resources. A resource is de-
noted � . In a real instance of the environment, resources we consider will be only those which can be
accessed, configured and controlled (see Section 5 for details on implementation issues).

When users are active in the network environment they will access a set of resources. We denote such
an ordered set of resources a resource path

����� ����������! ! ! "�#�%$%&(' � �#�)$�&�'*��+
where

��,
is the number of resources in the path.

We have chosen to divide the individual resources found in a path into three categories: Client, Transport
and Peripheral resources.

A client resources, the first resource �)�.-0/21 in a path, enables a user to access other resources in the
environment by providing a suitable interface.Typical client resources are terminals running client
applications (e.g. a browser). / 1 is the set of all client resources.

A transport resource, an intermediate resource �3)-4/ � where 5 � �76!6869� ,2:<;
, provides a transport ser-

vice of some quality. Typical transport resources are internal and external transmission links (clouds
in Figure 1) and network nodes acting as routers or switches. / � is the set of all transport resources.

A peripheral resource the last resource �$%&='*�>-4/@? in a path, provides some value added service. Users
will normally desire to access a specific type of peripheral resource. Typical peripheral resources are
AMIGOS meeting places, multimedia libraries, processing power, multimedia sensors, positioning
sensors etc. />? is the set of all peripheral resources.
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In our view access to minimum two resource will be required for any user activity, at least one client
resource and one peripheral resource. Thus���������
	������	�������������� where ���! #"!$ and ���% #"'&
In general a resource path will only contain a single client and a single peripheral resource, but may contain
a sequence of transport resources. Thus �  �( where()	*���+���,�-�.�/�10�0+02���.3�46527,����3�4658�+�:9.���! �"!$��;���=< < < 3�465>7? #"%@A�;��3�4B52�% �"C&D�
is the set of all resource paths. � �E �/� �DFD�;GH�1I1I�I � is the total number of resources in a path.

A common limitation of today’s lookup services for peer-to-peer systems is that the complete resource
path required to access a peripheral resource is not taken into account during search. In formal terms this
means ignoring the sub-path � ���6�����+�1010108�-��3�4�5 7 � or parts of it. Our algorithm in this paper takes into
account the complete path of resources, i.e. � �.�,�-�����+0�0102����3�4B5 7 ���.3�4652��� .
2.3 Profiles and QoS Objectives

In the AMIGOS environment, users, terminals and services are expected to have individual profiles con-
taining QoS parameters. When a user J initiates a requests K for a service, a user request profile LMON�P J;Q is
generated. For a resource ��R in the environment we denote LMHP ��R Q the profile of the resource. Thus there
are to classes of profiles:S Profiles of the user request class contain QoS parameters specifying constraints and preferences in

the request, i.e. QoS objectives.S Profiles of the resource class contain QoS parameters specifying limitations and capabilities of a
resource � R .

2.3.1 User Request Profile

In general, a user request profile may include a large set of QoS parameters. To maintain scalability, we
have defined a finite and ordered set T of QoS objectives from which a specific request profile may be
constructed. Each element U+V in T , where W 	YX �+IZIZI��+[ T [ , is a specific QoS requirement, e.g.S U1\ � I�I1I � UO] may be a range of maximum end to end delays of ��^ \ � I�I+I � ^ ] � seconds,S U N �1I1I1I�� U1_ may be a range of minimum bandwidth of ��` N �+I�I1I�� ` _ � bits/s,S U1a �1I1I�I1� U�b may be specific types of resources ��c a ��I1I1I1� c b � , e.g. types of peripheral equipment.

A user request profile may now be expressed as LM N P J;Q 	d��e �/� I�I1I � egf hif � . In this investigation, a binary user
request profile is used, i.e.,

e V 	kj Xl9 when requirement W should be metm 9 otherwise

however in general (Section 3.3) arbitrary values e V�n m
may be used to balance the importance of the

various requirements.
In the cases where we have a range of QoS parameters of the same kind to choose from, e.g. the delays

and bandwidths above, only one value in the range should be set.

2.3.2 Resource Profile

When used, a resource � R may introduce QoS impairments with respect to the QoS requirements of a
user request K�\ . These impairments may for instance be excessive delays, limited bandwidth, processing
or storage capacity, or lack of required peripheral equipment, services or information. Impairments are
denoted the loss o V P � R Q introduced by resource � R with respect to a QoS parameter W in the user request
profile. Hence, the resource profile LMHP � R Q associated with resource ^ is represented as a loss vector

LM;P � R QqprLo P � R Q 	d� o � P � R Q � o 7 P � R Q � I�I+I � o f hif P � R Q �
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where ���������
	����� . Resource profile and loss vector are used interchangeably throughout the rest of this
paper.

Examples of how the various loss elements ��� � ���
	 may be determined are presented in Section 4, how-
ever we consider two extreme values already here. In cases where a QoS requirement � � is irrelevant with
respect to resource � � , we simply have � � � � � 	���� . In cases where a resource � � refuses to reveal (e.g. for
security reasons) its loss value related to a QoS requirement � � , we have � � � � � 	���� .

Assuming that infinite loss is in general undesirable, we may now define the search space ����� �! "� for
a user request profile #$ �%�'& 	 by

� ��� �)(+*�,.-�/ ���0� � ���1	32"�546�7�8� , 4 / ��� #$ � �'& 	94;:�� *1< 4�=�=�=94�> ?)> @1@
i.e. the set of all resource paths consisting of resources which reveal all loss values relevant for the user
request. The subscripts & and A of � are left out for readability in the remaining of the paper unless this
causes ambiguity.

2.4 Environment Simplification

Recall that , �B� and

,B(+* �7CD4���EF4�G�G�GH4I��J�K
LNM%4I��J7K%LOEF@
In general, resources � � where P (Q< 40G�G0GH4;RTSVUXW can be alternating transmission links and router nodes
in any combination. Although, in a future dynamic network, a probable scenario will be to have several
alternative link resources between two different router nodes, we simplify by assuming that only one unique
transmission link between a pair of router nodes exists. As a results of this simplification for the rest of this
paper we consider � � to represent the : th router node together with its corresponding outgoing transmission
link, i.e. � � represents a pair of resources, one node resource and one link resource.

3 Agent Behavior

Our search algorithm is based on swarm intelligence which can be defined as: “... algorithms or distributed
problem-solving devices inspired by collective behavior of social insect colonies and other animal societies”
[4]. Our algorithm mimics the foraging behavior of ants, thus:

Y uses a high number of agents with simple behaviors.

Y generates one species of agents (i.e. one type of agent) for every user request. A species of agents
have the only mission of searching for resource paths conforming with the criteria given by the profile
of a specific user request.

Y lets multiple species of agents search in parallel.

Our algorithm provides a general method for generating solutions to combinatorial multi-criteria optimiza-
tion problems (CMCO problems). A range of nature inspired systems for CMCO exist where many are in
the category of evolutionary programs [18, 19].

A few CMCO systems are base on swam intelligence [20, 21, 22]. Most of these build on Dorigo &
al.’s Ant Colony Optimization system [10] which requires centralization and batch oriented operations to
generate solutions efficiently. Our algorithm however, is fully distributed with no central control component.
All agents are created, executed and terminated asynchronously of each other, and have weak dependencies
to each other. Section 3.1 describes the behavior foundations of our agents in more detail.

Recall that to ensure scalability our algorithm is based on the existence of only a limited number of
unique QoS parameters for describing resources and specifying user request. By taking advantage of this
limitation our agents are able to cooperate in building a shared distributed “road map” which indicates where
to find resources with specific QoS parameters and what quality the resource has. Section 3.3 describes in
detail the behavior components realizing this inter-agent cooperation.
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3.1 Foundations

The concept of using multiple agents with a behavior inspired by foraging ants to solve problems in telecom-
munication networks was introduced by Schoonderwoerd & al. in [11] and further developed in [12, 23, 24].
Schoonderwoerd & al.’s work builds on Dorigo & al.’s work on Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) [25]. The
overall idea is to have a number of simple ant-like mobile agents search for paths between source and
destination nodes. While moving from node to node in a network an agent leaves markings imitating the
pheromone left by real ants during ant trail development. This results in nodes holding a distribution of
pheromone markings pointing to their different neighbor nodes. An agent visiting a node uses the distri-
bution of pheromone markings to select which node to visit next. A high number of markings pointing
towards a node (high pheromone level) implies a high probability for an agent to continue its itinerary to-
ward that node. Using trail marking agents together with a constant evaporation of all pheromone markings,
Schoonderwoerd and Dorigo show that after a relatively short period of time the overall process converges
towards having the majority of the agents following a single trail. The trail tends to be a near optimal path
from the source to the destination.

3.1.1 The Cross Entropy Method

In [26] Rubinstein develops a search algorithm with similarities to Ant Colony Optimization [10, 27]. The
total collection of pheromone markings in a network at time � is represented by a probability matrix ���
where an element � ��� ��� (at row 	 and column 
 of the matrix) reflects the intensity of pheromones pointing
from node 	 towards node 
 (one of 	 ’s neighbor nodes). An agent’s stochastic search for a sample path
resemble a Markov Chain selection process based on � � .

In a large network with a high number of feasible paths with different qualities, the event of finding
an optimal path by doing a random walk (using a uniformly distributed probability matrix) is rare, i.e. the
probability of finding the shortest Hamiltonian cyclic path (the Traveling Salesman Problem) in a 26 node
network is ������������� ��� . Thus Rubinstein develops his algorithm by founding it in rare event theory.

By importance sampling in multiple iterations Rubinstein alters the transition matrix, i.e. � ��� � ��� � ,
and amplifies certain probabilities such that agents eventually find near optimal paths with high probabil-
ities. Cross entropy (CE) is applied to ensure efficient alteration of the matrix. To speed up the process
further, a performance function weights the path qualities (two stage CE algorithm [28]) such that high
quality paths have greater influence on the alteration of the matrix. Rubinstein’s CE algorithm has 4 steps:

1. At the first iteration ��� � , select a start transition matrix � ��!#" (e.g. uniformly distributed).

2. Generate $ paths from � � using some selection strategy (i.e. avoid revisiting nodes, see section 3).
Calculate the minimum Boltzmann temperature %&� to fulfill average path performance constraints, i.e.

')(+* % � s , t ,.-0/1� �32 % �54�� �
$

67
8 ! �

9 /;: 8 2 % �54=<?> (1)

where 9 /1: 8 2 %.� 4@�BA �DCFE G�HJIK�L
is the performance function returning the quality of path : 8 . MN/;: 8 4 is the cost of using path : 8 (see
Section 3.2 and 3.3). �O� � �QP > P ��� � � is a search focus parameter. The minimum solution for %R�
will result in a certain amplification (controlled by > ) of high quality paths and a minimum average- /;�0� 2 %S� 4T<?> of all path qualities in the current batch of $ paths.

3. Using %S� from step 2 and
9 / : 8 2 %U� 4 for V=� � 2�W ,+,X, 2�$ , generate a new transition matrix � � � � which

maximizes the “closeness” to the optimal matrix, by solving

'ZYF[\ L^]._ �
$

67
8 ! �

9 /�: 8 2 % �`4 7a bJced H
f * � ��� a b (2)

where � � � a b is the transition probability from node g to h at iteration � . The solution of (2) is shown in
[26] to be

� � � � � � �T�ji
68 ! �#k /5l 	m2�
enpo : 8 4

9 /�: 8 2 % �54
i
6q ! � k /`l 	Snro : q 4

9 /;: q 2 % �54 (3)

which will minimize the cross entropy between �s� and ����� � and ensure an optimal shift in probabil-
ities with respect to % � and the performance function.
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4. Repeat steps 2-3 until ��������	��
��� ����������
������ where �� is the best path found.

3.1.2 Distributed Implementation of the Cross Entropy Method

Rubinstein’s CE algorithm is centralized, synchronous and batch oriented. All results output from each
step of the algorithm must be collected before the next step can be executed. In [15] a distributed and
asynchronous version of Rubinstein’s CE algorithm is developed. By a few approximations (3) and (1) may
be replaced by the autoregressive counterparts

� 
 ����� ����� � 
!�" �$# �%'& ��(*),+-� ! �/. 
10
!
��� � ! �	� ! �

� 
23" �4# �/%'& ),+5� 2 �/. 
 0
!
��� � 2 �� 2 � (4)

and 68739 � 
 s : t :<;>=
 � � 
 �@?BA (5)

respectively where

;C=
 � � 
 � � ;>=
10$�� � 
 � .ED �	FHG . � ��� �C
 �� 
 �
� FHG .FHG . 



I! " � .

10 ! ��� � 
J���
�

and K-L . LMF . Step 2 and 3 in the algorithm can now be performed immediately after a single new path�C
 is found and a new probability matrix
� 
 �N� can be generated.

The distributed CE algorithm may be viewed as an algorithm where search agents evaluate a path found
(and calculate � 
 by (5)) right after they reach their destination node and then immediately return to their
source node backtracking along the path. During backtracking pheromones are placed by updating the
relevant probabilities in the transition matrix, i.e applying ��� � 
 �	� 
 � through (4).

The distributed CE algorithm resembles Schoonderwoerd & al.’s original system. However Schoonder-
woerd’s ants update probabilities during their forward search. Dorigo & al. realized early in their work on
ACO that compared to other updating schemes, updating while backtracking results in significantly quicker
convergence towards high quality paths. Dorigo & al.’s AntNet system [12] implements updating while
backtracking, thus is more similar to the distributed CE algorithm than Schoonderwoerd & al.’s system.
However none of the earlier systems implements a search focus stage (the adjustment of �C
 ) as in the CE
algorithms.

3.2 Cost Functions

Cost functions applied in this paper output a measure for the level of QoS loss introduced by none-
conformance between a specific QoS parameter in a user request and service capabilities of a sequence
of resources in a resource path.

Recall that O ! � ��P O is denoted the search space of a request Q for user & . In this section we use
solution and resource path interchangeably. Both indicate elements in a relevant search space.

3.2.1 Constraints and Ordering

The set of valid QoS parameters R is divided into to subsets: Constraints and best-value parameters. Con-
straint parameters, of the set denoted RTS , require a service to have a level of quality within a specific range,
i.e. a minimum and/or a maximum acceptable QoS level is specified. Best-value parameters, of the set
denoted R�U , indicate only that better QoS levels are preferred (no upper or lower limits are given).

In the next section we compose an overall cost function which measure impairments to constraint as
well as best-value QoS parameters. To achieve this we require two classes of terms in the function.

Implicit constraint checks These are terms that implicitly checks constraints given by the constraint QoS
parameters, i.e. terms which perform a close to binary conformity check between the requested level
of QoS and the service capabilities offered by resources. By returning a high penalty (a high loss
value) whenever a resource violates a constraint given by a constraint QoS parameter, the implicit
constraint terms will provide a rough sorting of the search solutions in feasible and infeasible so-
lutions. High penalty will contribute to that infeasible solutions rapidly become uninteresting and
disappear from the search focus area of solution space. Due to the fact that infeasible solutions are
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not totally excluded, there is, in a transient phase, a none-zero probability for ending up with search
results (resource paths) where some relevant constraint QoS requirements are violated. However, as
shown in [16] for swarm based system and in [18] for evolutionary algorithms, the strategy of al-
lowing infeasible solutions may provide important intermediate “stepping stones” in the search space
and help the search process converge faster and towards better solutions.

Solution ordering These terms provide a fine grained and continuous measure for the quality of confor-
mance between requested level of QoS specified by best-value QoS parameters and the provided level
of QoS. Thus the terms enable a detailed ordering of the candidate solutions found.

To realize implicit constraint checks and solution ordering, we define two support functions. Both functions
perform a sense of rough normalization by mapping values onto the domain ����� ���	��
 . By applying these
function, we avoid the need for individual rescaling of QoS loss values, thus values of very different original
scale may be compared and/or summarized.

To enable ordering of solutions on a common scale we define�������� ������������ � � �! � (6)

which normalize any real value
�

to the range � �"� � � ��# where $ is a general scaling parameter. Further we
define % �&��'�)( � if

&* ���� � otherwise
(7)

which maps any real value
&

into � or ��� � , i.e. the upper and lower limits of the range of
�+,���

. Hence

% ,&-�
may work as an implicit constraint check by introducing a normalized penalty when undesirable QoS loss
is experienced.

3.2.2 Search Space Smoothness and Overall Cost

Since our algorithm is of a stochastic nature and is based on cross entropy, good performance is ensured
by making the search space . “smooth” , i.e. ensure that . contains a wide range of resource paths of
different qualities. To realize smoothness we enforce additivity (as shown efficient in section 5.1 of [26])
when deriving an overall quality measure for a resource path.

Hence, during a search for a resource path / , we accumulated an overall loss vector with one cost value
for each QoS parameter specified: 012 / ���43�1�56 / � � 1�7� / � �����8��� 1:9 ;<9= / �?> (8)

where additivity is preserved by having 01@ / �A�CBD-E�FHG
0I =JLK��

(9)

Further to create an overall cost measure for the QoS loss with respect to the requirements, we summa-
rize all elements in

01: / � and produce a scalar cost
12 / � . Since the different elements in

01: / � may relate to
very different QoS parameters, we apply our support functions (6) and (7) appropriately to normalize and
give correct focus to the different elements, thus let1NMO  / � � ( % �1 O  / �P� �RQ O�SUT'V���1 O  / �P� �RQ O�SUT'W (10)

where X � � � �8�Y� �YZ T Z and
01 M  / �A�43Y1 M5  / � � 1 M7  / � �����8��� 1 M 9 ;�9  / �?>

The overall scalar cost of a resource path becomes

1: / �'�
01NM6 / �L[

0\^]H�_���� 9 ;	9B Oa` 5cb O 1@MO  / �A� BO F ;�d b O
% �1 O  / �e� � Bf F ;�g b f �+�1 f  / �e� (11)

where, as presented in Section 2.3, the various b O are specifying the QoS parameters of the user request
profile

0\ ] �_��
which initiated the search for a resource path.

12 / � may be viewed as an overall measure
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Figure 2: Moving from unique id based (scalar) pheromones to vectors of pheromones where each elements
relate to a unique QoS parameter that may be shared by user requests.

for the level of conformance between the request profile ��������	� and all the resource profiles ��	��
��� for all
������
.

The rationale for accumulating all loss values in the vector ������ � during a search and not use (11)
directly, is that this enables a more efficient collection and dissemination of QoS information through
pheromone values in the nodes as further outlined in the next section.

3.3 Path Quality Vectors

As mention in section 2.3.1, our algorithm ensures scalability by taking advantage of the assumption that
only a limited set of unique QoS parameters are available for building request profiles. In earlier published
work [15, 16, 17] the distribute CE algorithm allocated one unique pheromone type to every agent species
in operation. Reapplying this allocation strategy would mean on unique pheromone type for every user
request. In the AMIGOS environment the number of unique user requests to be managed may be very large
(c.f. scale indication in Section 2.1.2). Allocating unique pheromones will result in:

� a large amount of pheromone data to be managed by each resource in the network.

� a need for a large number of agents per species to ensure convergence towards relevant solutions in
reasonable time.

� a large amount of network traffic generated by agents (c.f. previous pin).

To manage scalability we make different agent species cooperate (on the contrary to work in [17]) in updat-
ing a shared set of pheromone values. Instead of a unique id identifying a user request (and a corresponding
agent species) we construct a vector containing an element for each QoS parameter in the user request
profile. Figure 2 shows how three ant-like agent species (generated by three user requests) may place
pheromones in a network. The left figure illustrate use of traditional unique pheromones per species, while
the right figure illustrate how less unique pheromones are required when pheromones relate to QoS param-
eters. Two relevant QoS parameters exist in the scenario of Figure 2. Both parameters apply to species y
while only a single parameter apply to x and z.

By controlling the total number of unique QoS parameters � ��� available, we can keep the number of
unique pheromones requiring storage space in resources to a manageable level. Note that the total number

9



of possible unique profiles ���� will be still be large,

��������
	 ��	���
e.g. to enable a total of ���� ����������� different profiles only � ����������� unique pheromones are required2. In
reality less than ���� profiles will be valid since (as mentioned in section 2.3.1) several QoS parameters will
be mutually exclusive, e.g. “maximum delay = 70 ms” excludes “maximum delay = 80 ms”.

The basis for generating pheromones are cost values output from the cost functions described in the
previous section. Now recall the algorithmic step calculating the temperature, i.e. (5). The existence of
a unique pheromones for each QoS parameter implies that a separate temperature parameter  
! must be
calculated for each cost value. Thus two vectors, one with temperatures and one with performance values,
are generated by applying (5) for each cost value "�#$&%(' !*) found in (10) :

+ ! ��,  !.- �0/  !.- 1 /32�2�2�/  !.- 	 �4	65+7 % ' ! / + ! ) � , 7 � % '98 /  ! - � ) / 7 � % '48 /  ! - � ) / 2�2�2 / 7 	 �9	 % '48 /  !.- 	 �9	 ) 5 (12)

where 7 $ % ' 8 /  !.- $ ) �;:&<>=@?ACB D3ECFG*HJI A
We also calculate  ! by (5) where 7 % ' 8 /  ! ) �K: < = B DCE�FG H (13)

for reasons described below.
Path backtracking and pheromone placing activities performed by agents, i.e. step 3 of the algorithm

from Section 3.1.1, now generates an updated vector of probability distributions, i.e. (4) becomes

+L !NM � - O�P �RQ !8CS �UT %WVYX /�Z@[]\ ' 8 )�^ ! < 8 +7 % ' 8 / + 8 )
Q !_ S � T % V X []\ ' _ )�^ ! < 8 +7 %(' _ / + _ ) (14)

During forward search however the agents require
L !NM � to select which node to visit next (step 2 from

Section 3.1.1), i.e. the probability matrix built from the over all scalar cost measure " % '`8 ) applied in (13).
By (13) and (11) we have

7 % ' 8 /  ! ) � 	 �9	a
$ S �

: <cb A =@?ACB D3E3FG H � 	 �9	a
$ S �

7 $ % ' 8 /  !.- $ )*d A
G*H(I AG H (15)

thus just by carrying
+ ! ,  ! and the request profile

+e O %gf ) � V0h �@/ 232Y2 / h 	 �9	 [ agents can reproduce
L ! M �

during forward search.

3.4 Discovery of Destination Node

Recall that an agent builds a path in a Markov Chain fashion. After adding one resource X to the path, the
next resource to include is selected (using the probability vector

L !.- O ) from the set of neighbor nodes of the
last resource added. Since a user request profile

+e O % f ) do not specify a specific destination resource, we
have connected a loopback link resource to every potential destination node, i.e. every peripheral resource
is connected to themselves by a link resource ikjml where

+e % injol )qp +� . If an agent traverses a loopback
link and visits the same peripheral resource twice in a row, the resource is selected as the agents destination
resource, and the path found is considered complete.

This “trick” of introducing loopback link resources is equivalent to adding one unique destination re-
source inr to the environment and connecting all peripheral resources to ikr by zero cost link resources
(similar to i jml ). Hence the formal foundations hold.

2By introducing none-deterministic requirements, i.e. weighting of alternatives by having s
t`uwv6xzyW{}| , the profile space becomes
even richer/larger.
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3.5 Agent Algorithm

The most intuitive implementation of our algorithm requires to types of components: mobile agents and
network nodes running mobile agents platforms. See section 5 for a technical discussion. The nodes are
only required to provide storage for pheromone values ��������	� �
 ��� with their related autoregressive history
variables (see [15] for details on autoregression), and basic arrival, departure and execution functionality
for the mobile agents. Rest of the algorithm is implemented in agents. An agent roughly performs the
following steps after being created at its client resource (home node) �� with user request profile ���� �����
describing its search mission:

A: Forward search

1. Clear tabulist containing resources already visited. Clear �� ��� � � . Fetch �
 � , 
 � , and ���������! #" from
client resource’s database.

2. Record visit to current resource %$ in tabulist. If current resource has been visited twice in a row,
proceed with step B-1, path evaluation and backtracking (see below).

3. Reconstruct relevant row & �('*)�+ $ of & ��'*) by (15) using �
 � , 
 � , and ��� � �,�- 	" . Build a next-hop
probability table based on & � '*)�+ $ . Use the tabulist to avoid revisiting none-peripheral resources.

4. Select next resource �$ '.) to visit using the next-hop probability table.

5. Update ��/�(� � � by adding �� �  $ '*) � , i.e. implement (9).

6. Move to resource  $ '*) and proceed with step A-2.

B: Path evaluation and backtracking

1. Calculate finale path cost values ��10 �(� � � by (10).

2. Increase search focus, i.e decrease 2 , if no new best path was found among the last 3 paths.

3. Calculate new temperatures �
 � '*) and 
 � '*) using (5), cost values in ��40 ����� '*) � and (11).

4. Backtrack every hop towards the client resource. At each hop update the transition matrix (leave
pheromones) by use of (12) and (14)

5. When backtracking has completed, fetch and recalculate the temperatures �
 � '*) and 
 � '*) (in case
other agents have updated the client resource’s database while this agent was searching forward).
Store the new values of �
 �('*) and 
 �('*) .

6. Goto step A-1 and start a new search.

Minimum one agent is required to complete a search mission specified by a certain user request profile.
However the algorithm allows for many agents to search in parallel for paths satisfying the same (or differ-
ent) user request profile(s) as long as atomic update operations for resource database variables are provided
by all resources.

When the search mission converges, paths found by the agents driven by the same user request profile
will appear as paths of high probability values in the transition matrix (i.e. an intense track of pheromones).

4 Experiments

To investigate the performance of our algorithm a simulator has been implemented based on an Active
Network (AN) [29] enabled version of “Network Simulator 2” (NS2). NS2 is an open source simulator
package capable of simulating realistic IP-based scenarios [30]. The AN extension makes it convenient
to implement simulation scenarios where multiple mobile ant-like agents solve problems by exploring a
network topology [31]. AN is in addition a potential technology for implementing the algorithm in a real
world system (section 5).
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Figure 3: The test environment which is a graph representation of the environment illustrated in Figure 1.
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4.1 The Test Environment

All our test scenarios described below where run in a test environment based on the illustration in Figure
1. In Figure 3 the same environment is shown as a graph where link bandwidths, link delays and node
RPI/RPQs (see next section) of links and nodes are indicated. All nodes with connection degree greater
than one where enabled as routing nodes, i.e. they forward traffic destined for other nodes. Some classes
of node resources, e.g. battery powered terminals, would in a real situation not wish to use energy on
forwarding traffic. We have chosen to ignore this fact because most simulation scenarios would become
uninteresting if we disable routing in only a few nodes in our relatively simple environment.

4.2 QoS Parameters in the Test Environment

For our simulation test scenarios we have chosen to apply user request profiles containing six QoS param-
eters, i.e. for all requests ������� ���
	 . In all cases the six parameters include a precision criteria for the
peripheral resource (have we found what we are looking for), a quality index for the peripheral resource
and four criteria describing the required quality of the client and transport resources. More specifically a
parameter � � from one of each of the following parameter groups exist in a request profile.

� ���������� , resource correctness: - is a requested resource profile index (RPI) which acts as a summary
index for some set of resource capabilities. In our test environment, RPIs are irrelevant for all re-
sources except for peripheral resources. An RPI classifies a peripheral resource, e.g. all web cameras
have similar RPI. � ������� � is the set of all valid RPI parameters. RPI parameters are integer values.
Two similar RPIs which may substitute (in part) for each other, have similar values, i.e. the absolute
difference is small.

� ������ , delay constraints: - is the maximum accepted delay induced by a resource path. In our test
environment only link resources induce delay. ��� � � is the set of all valid maximum induced delay
parameters.

� ������ , bandwidth constraints: - is the minimum accepted bandwidth provided by a resource. In our
test environment only link resources have limited bandwidth. ��� � � is the set of all valid minimum
accepted bandwidth parameters.

� � ��� ����� , resource quality: - is the preferred resource profile quality (RPQ) which is a value indicating
the quality of an RPI, e.g. several web cameras my have the relevant RPI, however cameras with a
quality (e.g. resolution) close to RPQ are preferred. ������� � � is the set of all valid RPQ parameters.
An RPQ parameter has an integer part equal to the relevant RPI and a decimal part indicating a level
of quality, i.e. � ������ ��� is a real value. Low decimal values indicate good quality.

� � ��� � � , relative delay: - is the delay expected to be experienced when relative delay (expected v.s. mea-
sured) equals one. � �!�"� � is the set of all valid expected relative delay parameters.

� � ��� � � , bandwidth utilization: - is the bandwidth expected to be provided by a resource when 100%
bandwidth utilization is experienced. � �#�$� � is the set of all valid expected bandwidth utilization
parameters.

Table 1 shows the set of all QoS parameters (i.e. � ) used in our simulation scenarios. The first column lists
valid parameter indices, the second indicate which group a parameter belongs to, the third shows the value
of a parameter, the fourth indicate which category a parameter belongs to and the final column gives a short
description of the parameter.

Consider an example of a user request profile for request %�& with six QoS parameters. Let RPI be ')( , *
and *)+ be ,)(�-�. , / and /�+ be 01(�243156. , and RPQ be '7(98:0 , which result in the profile

;<>=7? 29@ �BA (9C106C (9C106C (9C (DCE06C!(9C (9C (4C106C (4CE0)CF(9C!(#C10)CF(4C!(#G
Since only some of the QoS parameters are relevant for router-link resources (recall simplifications from
Section 2.4), and others for peripheral resources, two variants of resource profiles exist:

;H ?JIK @ �LA (9C#(9CD(9C HEM ?JIK @ CN8:8:8OC HEP ?QI�K @ C9(9C9(DC4(9C HNRFS ?QI�K @ CE8O8:8:C HNRFT ?UIVK @ G (16)

and ;H ? IW @ �BA H R ? IW @ C H1X ? IW @ C H S ? I�W @ C ( C 8:8:8 C ( C H RZY ? IW @ C H R!R ? I�W @ C H R X ? IW @ C ( C 8:8:8 G (17)
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Table 1: The set � of all valid QoS parameters used in the simulation scenarios.

Index � Group Value, ��� Categori Description

1 ���	��
 12 Constraint, �� MP multimedia resource
2 ���	��
 40 Consraint, �� Sensor resource
3 ���	��
 20 Consraint, �� Animation output
4 ��� ������� Consraint, �� Long delay
5 ��� ��������� Consraint, � � Longer delay
6 ��� ������� Consraint, � � Medium delay
7 ��� ����������� Consraint, � � Low bandwidth
8 � � ������������ Consraint, � � Low+ bandwidth
9 � � �! "����� Consraint, � � Medium bandwidth

10 � �	�!# 12.1 Best value, �$ Top quality MP multimedia resource
11 ���	�!# 40.1 Best value, � $ Top quality sensor resource
12 ���	�!# 20.1 Best value, � $ Top quality animation output
13 �%�'& ������� Best value, � $ Long delay
14 �%� & ��������� Best value, � $ Longer delay
15 �%� & ������� Best value, � $ Medium delay
16 ��� & ����������� Best value, � $ Low bandwidth
17 ��� & ������������ Best value, � $ Low+ bandwidth
18 ��� & �! "����� Best value, � $ Medium bandwidth

are the loss vectors for router/link resource (*) (where +-,/.10�2324230'57698;: ) and a peripheral resource (=<
(where >?,-576@8BA ) respectively. Note however that in our test scenarios only loss values corresponding to
the QoS parameters having C=D ,EA in the request profile are considered. This minimum processing of loss
elements (i.e. processing only elements relevant for an agent’s search mission) is implemented as part of
the agent behavior. Thus continuing the example above we may reduce (16) and (17) to

FG�H ( )JIK,MLJ24242'. 0 G�NOH ( )PI 0 . 0 . 0 G�QOH ( )OI 0 . 0 24242 0 . 0 G�RTSOH ( )PI 0 . 0 . 0 G�RVUPH ( )JI 0 . 0 .	W
and FG H (=< I ,MLX.	0 G�Y H (Z< I 0�.	0%23232401.�0 G R'R�H (=< I 01.10�232[2 W
respectively (where +\,-. 0 232[2 0 5 6 8]: and >�,-5 6 8^A ).

In general, as captured by (9) and (11), the whole range of loss elements may be process by an agent,
i.e. an agent may calculate and carry loss information related to QoS parameters not relevant for its search
mission and its request profile. This would implement a type of “super cooperative” behavior where agents
not only cooperate with agents having similar request profiles, but even help other agents with potentially
disjoint request profiles. Creating test scenarios for “super cooperative” behavior is future work.

4.3 Cost functions

As indicated in Table 1 QoS parameters in the first three parameter groups described in the previous section,
i.e. _�DK` L �=a%b�ced\�=fKd\�Zg W are classified as constraint parameters, hence

L � a�b�c d\� f d\� g%Wih �=j
Parameters in the three last groups of QoS parameters, i.e. _XDi`MLX�=a b�kld �*f & d �Zg &�W are classified as
best-value parameters, hence

L �*a%b�kmd9�*f & d9�Zg & Wnh �*o
By (9) and (10) we may derive the general cost vector applied on a path p in our test scenarios. For all

best value QoS parameters we set qr,MA in (6). The A�s elements of the cost vector
Ftvu H p I are the following,

_�DK`w�=a b�c 01x*`yLPAP0':	0�z W@{ t uD H p I , | H G D H (=}~P� R ITI
_�DK` H �Zg7d\�=f I 01xe`�L���0�24232[01� W�{ t uD H p I , | H�� } ~ � Y)��%� G D H () ITI
_�DK`w�=a%b�k�0	xe` LJA�. 0 AOA 0 AX:JW�{ tvuD H p Ie, � H�G D H (=}~P� R ITI
_ D ` H � g & d�� f & I 0	xe` LJA z�0 23242 0 A�s	W�{ tvuD H p Ie, � H � }Z~J� Y) � � G D H ( )JITI
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The calculations required to derive a loss value ���������
	 for the resource profile of a resource ��� imple-
ments an interpretation of QoS parameter �� . In our test scenarios we interpret and implement the different
QoS parameters described above ( ������ ) as follows:� � ��������� , resource correctness: A peripheral resource � � in our scenarios have a resource profile value���������

registered. The RPI part of
��� �����

is checked against the requested RPI given by � � . In the
current implementation, the absolute distance between ��� and the integer part of

����� � �
is returned

as the loss value, � � � � � 	"!$# � �&%(' �����)���+* # (18)�+����� � ��, , resource quality: The ratio of the distance between requested RPQ value �-� and
��� � � �

of
resource ��� , and the decimal part of �+� is calculated,

�+� � ���
	 ! # � � % ��������� #� � %.' � � * (19)

� � ���0/ , bandwidth constraints: The capacity 1 � of a router-link resource � � is checked against the
minimum bandwidth requirement given by � � . If the capacity is below � � a non zero contribution
equal to the exceeded capacity is returned as loss. Otherwise, zero loss is returned. This loss element
adds significant value to the final cost function when the absolute bandwidth requirements are not
met, i.e. the path 2 is not feasible

� � � � � 	 !$3 � ��% 1 �-465 (20)�+����� /�7 , bandwidth utilization: The utilization of a route-link resource ��� is estimated by the ratio be-
tween the minimum bandwidth requirement ��� and the router-link capacity 1�� . Observe that due to
the summation in (9) we give a preference to short paths with high capacity

� � �8� � 	9!:� �<; 1 � (21)�+������= , delay constraints: The delay induced by router-link resource �"� is estimated by adding the prop-
agation delay >�� of the link and the time it takes to transmit ?A@CB-D bits on to a 1�� capacity link. ?E@CBFD
is the number of bits in an active packet containing one of our agents. Total delay G � is estimated by

G � !:> �IH ? @CBFD1J� (22)

We want the cost element K � �L2 	 to represent a comparison of the sum of all induced delays, M ����NPO GA� ,
and the maximum delay requirement given by �� , thus

�Q� � �R�
	"! S GE� % �Q�? O�T =�U 5 (23)

where ? O�T / is the number relevant delay constraints for path 2 . Thus if M ����N O GE� exceeds the
maximum value given by �� , path 2 is not feasible and a significant value is added to the cost function.
Note that knowledge of the complete path 2 is required to apply (23), hence in practice �-�V�8�0�
	 will
return only G � and further calculations are postponed until the agent reaches the peripheral resource
of path 2 .�+������= , relative delay: We want the cost element K � �L2 	 to represent the ratio between the sum of induced
delays by all resources in the path, i.e M ���N O G � , and the maximum delay requirement given by � � ,
thus

� � � � � 	 ! G ��+� (24)

where GA� is estimated as described above.
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Table 2: Simulation scenarios parameters

Scenarios No of
species

No of
ants /
species

Client
resource
(node #)

User request profile ���������

A 1 12 4 {1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0}
B 1 12 1 ———-“———
C 1 12 5 ———-“———

4 4 ———-“———
D 3 4 1 ———-“———

4 5 ———-“———
6 4 {1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0}
6 	�
 {0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0}

E 6 6 �
 {0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0}
6 �	�
 {0,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,1,0}
6 	���
 {1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1}
6 	��
 {0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,1}

4.4 Scenarios

To verify correctness of the implementation of the algorithm, we first created a simple scenario where a
set of agents of the same species search for one type of peripheral resource. Since discovery of peripheral
resources do not introduce new moments (section 3.4) this scenario should produce results comparable to
scenarios for previous implementations of the algorithm. A set of simulations gave such comparable results.
The results are omitted from this paper.

Further, to get an impression of the algorithms stability, i.e. to verify that pheromone sharing results in
cooperative behavior (and not interference or disturbance) between agent species, we created five simulation
scenario. The following sections describe two test cases using the five scenarios.

4.4.1 Full Overlap in Profiles

The first four scenarios, A,B,C and D, test cooperation between three agent species. Table 2 shows the
parameters in use for the scenarios. Scenario A,B and C are similar. One agent species search for resource
paths by applying a specific user request profile. The same request profile is applied by A,B and C, i.e.
full overlap in profiles, however search is initiated from three different client resources. In scenario D three
species search simultaneously. They all still apply the same user request profile as in A,B and C.

For all scenarios the total of agents reading and updating a relevant QoS parameter is 12, i.e. in scenarios
A, B and C there are 12 agents per species while in scenario D there are 4 agents per species.

If full cooperation between the agents species exist, results form scenario A,B, and C should be compa-
rable with results from D, i.e. there should be little difference in convergence speed and quality of the paths
found.

4.4.2 Partial Overlap in Profiles

The last scenario, scenario E, tests how the algorithm performs when only a partial overlap in user request
profiles exist. Table 2 shows the parameters used in the scenario. Six agent species search in parallel
applying a mix of user request profiles. The first species, which we denote E � , has the same client resource
(node 4) and request profile as the species in scenario A. The other five species differ from E � , as well as
among themselves, in both client resources and request profiles. However for every QoS parameter relevant
for species E � , one of the five other species has a profile containing that same parameter (see bold face
profile bits in Table 2), i.e. for all QoS parameters relevant for E � there are in total two agent species
reading and updating pheromones related to the parameter. To ensure that the comparison of the species
of scenario A and species E � is as correct as possible, 6 agents per species is created, i.e. again 12 agents
will be reading and updating relevant QoS parameters. Further, an effort was made to ensure that the results
obtained for E � are at least to some degree independent of which client resources the five last species of
scenario E use. The “order” of the client resources (marked with a * in column 4 of Table 2) where shuffled
for every simulation initiated while the related request profiles (column 5 in Table 2) are kept in the same
order. The results were averaged over 20 simulations based on 20 different orders of the client resources.
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Table 3: Simulation results

Scenario
Client
resource
(node #)

Average con-
vergence time

Average path
cost

Best path
cost

Convergence
to best in
simulation

A 4 ������� �	��
����� ��� ��� ������������� ����
���� ��� ����������
���� 
�������� ���������
B 1 ������� �	��������� ��� ��� ������
������ 
������� ��� ������������� ������� ��
������
C 5 
������ �	��
����� ��� ��� ������������� 
������� ��� ������
���
��� 
�	����� ���� 
��

4 � ����� �	������
�� 
�� � � ������������� ��������� � � ����������
���� 
 � ����� ������
��
D 1 ������� ����������� ��� ��� ������������� ��������� ��� ������������� ������� ���������

5 ����
�� 
!��������� ��� ��� �������	����� ������
�� ��� ������
���
���� 
�������� ����
����
E 4 ������� ����������� ��� ��� ��
"���	����� 
������� ��� ������������� 
�
������ ���������

If cooperation between the species takes place even when only a partial overlap in request profiles exists,
performance results for species E # should be comparable with results for the species in scenario A and the
first species (with client resource at node 4) in scenario D.

4.4.3 Agent Parameterization

Our algorithm, as earlier versions, requires a small set of general parameters to be configure. All scenarios
were configured with the following parameter values:

Initialization phase $&%('�) ) . To initialize pheromone levels (build and initial probability matrix) all agents
start off with a random search behavior, i.e. after excluding previous visited resources they choose
their next resource using a uniform random distribution. After an agent species collectively have
found $ paths, all agents of that species change behavior and continue searching now guided by CE
(pheromones).

Search focus, *+%-,�)/.10 . The search is concentrated towards the approximate ,�2 best of the paths found
and “remembered” (see 3 parameter), i.e. a tight focus.

Search focus adjustment, *54 %6)87 9:' . Search is tightened by ' 2 by applying * % *<;�*=4 if no new best
solution exists among the last $ solutions found.

History, 3>%?)87 9 9 ' . The system “remembers” a collection of paths found. However as the “age” of a path
increases the quality decreases following a geometric distribution controlled by 3 , i.e. about @�A )
paths are “clear” in memory (weighted by BC)87 D ) at any time.

Convergence probability, EGF %?)/7 9 . Convergence for an agent is defined to be complete when the proba-
bility of re-traversing the last path found by the agent is greater than )57 9 .

The values are heuristically chosen to avoid premature or slow convergence.

4.5 Results

Table 3 summarizes results from the simulation scenarios described above. Results are based on 20 simu-
lation runs for each scenario. The two first columns identify the scenario and the relevant client resource.
Column 3 and 4 presents average convergence time in seconds (simulated real time) and average path cost
of final path found respectively, both with standard deviations in brackets. Column 5 presents the cost of
the overall best final path found during all simulations, with the number of simulations that converged to
this path in brackets. The last column presents the number of simulations that converged to the best path
found during the simulation, i.e. how often agents report the best path they can find as the final path. The
average difference in cost between final paths reported and the best path found is given in brackets.

4.5.1 Full Overlap in Profiles

Results for scenarios A, B and C are comparable with results for scenario D. Average path costs differs only
to a little extent and they are all close to the best values found. Low standard deviations indicate limited
spread among the solutions found. For most simulations the final path found after convergence is also the
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best path found during simulation (last column). For all simulations the average difference between final
and best paths are very small, .i.e final paths in general tend to be good solutions.

Average values for convergence times differs more than the cost value, and large standard deviations
indicate significant spread. Figure 4 compares the convergence progress of scenarios A, B and C with
scenario D. Both diagrams show average values as straight vertical lines, and the accumulative convergence
as lines increasing by steps. In both diagrams it can be observed that 60-65% (12-13 out of 20) of the
simulations have converged before the average convergence times. The last 10-20% of the simulations
produce a long tail in the distribution of convergence times. This is more significant for the scenarios A, B
and C than for scenario D. The long tails are much due to the simple convergence criterion we have chosen.
As shown in Figure 5, when two very similar near optimal solutions exists in the search space, agents can
oscillate between finding the one or the other solution for quiet a few iteration before one solution is chosen
as the better one. Thus our (too) simple convergence criterion forces the agents to choose only one out of a
set of solutions which in practice should all be presented to the users as potential resource paths.

Average convergence times increase by around 100% when we compare A,B and C with D, i.e. they
double. However considering that there are in total three times as many agents in operation in scenario
A,B and C as in D, our simulations indicate that efficiency is preserved, and even improved, when unique
pheromones per species are replaces by a pheromone per QoS parameter. We observe a 33% reduction in
“agent seconds” (no. of agents in operation multiplied by convergence time). Thus reduction in the total
number of unique pheromones required is possible without loss of performance when full overlap in request
profiles exists.

4.5.2 Partial Overlap in Profiles

Only results for species E � , the species using node 4 as client resource, from scenario E are show in Table
3. (Results for the other 5 species in scenario E have little value due to the shuffling of client resources.)
Again results are comparable. Average path cost is some what higher for E � than for scenario A and D � (the
species in scenario D using node 4 as client resource), however 45% of the the simulations for E � converges
to the same best solution as found in A and D ���

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the convergence progress for scenario A, D � and E � . Similar to what
we observed in the previous section, 60% of the simulations have converged before average convergences
times, and the slowest 10-30% of the simulations create a long tail in the distribution of convergence times.
As in the previous section, long tails results from the simple convergence criterion.

Examining the ratios between the averages convergence times, again it can be observed that a less
than 100% increase exist when scenario A is compared with D � and E � . Again this can be interpreted
as preservation of performance considering that in A all twelve agents contribute in finding solutions to
one request while in D twelve agents contribute to three profiles and in E eighteen agents contribute to six
profiles, i.e while performance is less than halved, the number of profiles covered is increased by a factor
of 3 and 4, implying a reduction in “agents seconds” by 33% and 50% respectively.

Hence we can with reasonable confidence conclude that cooperation between species take place both
when there is full overlap and partial overlap in user request profiles. For firm conclusions more tests are
required. However our simulation scenarios indicate that pheromone sharing may contribute in realizing a
fully distributed and scalable resource locations system.

5 Implementation Issues

Even if the formal foundations for our algorithm may seem complex, a limited effort is required for im-
plementing an ant-like agent. The agent behavior presented in Section 3 is simple, and the set of services
required for an agent to be able to visit a resources is very limited.

The following are examples of technologies which may be suitable for implementing an ant-like agent:

� A message containing only agent state. Agent code must be preinstalled or loaded on demand by
resources to be visited, e.g. a Java class.

� Mobile agent technology, i.e. both code and state is encapsulated in an object which transmits itself
from host to host. This technology requires dedicated mobile agent platforms to be running in all
resources to be visited.
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Figure 4: Convergence progress for scenario A (node 4), B (node 1) and C (node 5) in upper diagram, and
scenario D in lower diagram.
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� Active packets, i.e. state and a limited amount of code is wrapped in an tagged IP packet. This
technology requires resources to be active network enabled.

� Ericsson’ s Java Frame, which extends Java and provides mechanisms for efficient encapsulation and
migration. Java Frame can easily be extended to implement an mobile agent platform.

An ant-like agent system may be operative even if only a limited number of resource are capable of handling
agent visits. The number of resources seen by the agent, i.e. the search space

�
, would simple be the

capable resources. Independent upgrading of individual resources in a network should be possible, and may
be performed whenever a resource is considered relevant for the search space.

However a less straight forward part of putting the system into operation within a realistic setting are
the definition of loss functions (c.f. Section 2.3.2). Each class of resource require a customized loss func-
tion. To provide a smooth and efficient search space as possible, loss functions should be continuous and
preferably return values with a physical relation to the resource in question. Establishing a design process
for composing such function is future work.

6 Summary

As the overall heterogeneity of user equipment and provided services in telecommunication environments
increase, the need for new management techniques are required. As more users take the role as service
providers, a peer-to-peer type of execution environment will continue to emerged. Locating specific re-
sources or sets of resources in a manner which captures requested levels of QoS has so far been addressed
only to a limited extent.

In this paper we propose a swarm based distributed multi-criteria optimization algorithm which is capa-
ble of searching, in an efficient manner, for near optimal paths of resources in a large and complex network
environment. The algorithm inherits its formal foundations from Rubinstein’s work on cross-entropy and
combinatorial optimization, and from extensions of Rubinstein’s work introduced by Helvik and Wittner. In
this paper a new pheromone sharing scheme is introduced to improve scalability. On the contrary to earlier
version of the algorithm, the proposed version lets agents share the knowledge stored in pheromones across
the network to a greater extent. Care is take not to invalidate the formal foundations, and to construct cost
function providing an efficient search space.

Results from a set of test scenarios indicate that pheromone sharing lead to cooperation between agents.
Compared to a none-pheromone-sharing system, a lower total number of unique pheromones can be used
without loss of performance. Indications exists that cooperation even lead to increased performance.

The test scenarios in the paper only evaluate the algorithm to a limited extend, thus further testing is re-
quired. Firstly, larger network environments must be constructed to enable a better evaluation of scalability.
Secondly, scenarios testing search in dynamic networks where resources come and go should be imple-
mented. Injecting simulated user traffic into the network is also relevant when examining the algorithms
adaptability.

Finally, taking the step from simulations to a real world implementation of the algorithm is on our list
of future research activities.
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